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About This Content

Sport Float Pack is an awesome set of all the sportfishing goodies and tackle you might need if you plan to kick some ass in a
float fishing competition! Perfectly matched and balanced for catching underwater monsters like Catfish, Pike or Trout, the

Sport Float Pack includes the super Nero 12' 10 Sport (390 mm) match rod and Callisto MG 3000 Sport spinning reel that are
twice as strong and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get some of the sturdiest line, a set of hooks,

baits and other goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!
We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Float Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)

Sport Float Pack is all about becoming a real float fishing champion! It includes:

Sport Float Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 20 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* Nero 12' 10" (390) Sport - Length: 12' 10" (3.9 m); Line Weight: 5–12 Lb. (2.5-5.5 kg); Action: Moderate; Pieces: 3; Guides:
14

Reel:
* Callisto MG 3000 Sport - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135 (0.23/135);

Max Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4.0 kg)
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TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy your float fishing competition to the
fullest!

* Bobbers: Pear Shaped Bobber - Size: 4" x 3" (10 x 7 cm); Max Floating Weight: X High
* Hooks: Hook #1/0, Hook #2/0, Hook #2, Hook #6

* Line: Mono .010" (0.25 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 8 Lb. (3.6 kg)
* Baits: Small Minnows, Natural Eggs, Small Cutbait, Night Crawlers, Crickets

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin XS Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 33 Lb. (15 kg); Total Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Float Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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sport float pack

Not worth five bucks. Unfair Jousting Fair is too simple, with not enough game options to merit the purchase. I will explain:

Pros:
+Artwork is original
+Using chickens as projectiles is hilarious and an awesome mechanic

Cons:
-The hardest part about this game is not knocking your opponent down - it is keeping your own balance enough to get across
the arena - this is probably the worst part, and practice did not seem to help - we were just as bad after 20 minutes as we were
on the first go
-Music is super short and super repetitive
-Only 1 game mode
-Different characters are functionally the exact same, and overall are boring looking (all look like hipster coffee shop
dwellers)
-There are so few options in-game; you can change the number of rounds, but that is about it - I don't even think there is an
option to choose a specific weapon (but it wouldn't change my mind overall, anyway)
-It is boring after about literally 10 minutes

Unfortunately, there just isn't really any game here.. Great game, highly recommended!. When I tried playing, directly
during a huge sale for a game, there was literally one other person on a 200 ping server. The game's idea is great, but I have
no idea if it actually delivers because I can't connect. Literally nobody plays it.. Good game. Needs single-player content.
Nobody plays it multiplayer anymore.

Has occasional performance problems - I experienced this with small ships (not the monster unlimited-budget ships available
recently). Probably related to point-defense targeting on my ship vs. bomb/missile spam as far as I could tell. Didn't have the
patience to diagnose further.

If you have a dedicated group of friends to play this with, get it. If you don't, get Reassembly instead - it's similar to this
game (design-your-own top-down 2D spaceship-combat-game), but designed for single-player from the ground up.

Side note: The game lets you share ship designs in .PNG images. The image portion of the file shows a picture of a ship, but
the actual data of the ship design used by the game is stored in a custom PNG chunk in the same file. This is an *utterly
brilliant* idea, and the creator gets major props from a fellow game developer for coming up with this.. I'VE PLAYED
SPACE GAMES SINCE FIRST ELITE GAME , LOST COUNT OF HOW MANY, SOME GOOD SOME BAD AND A LOT
INBETWEEN. SPENT LAST COUPLE OF YEARS FRUSTRATED AS HELL WITH STAR CITIZEN, AND ALONG
COME THIS LITTLE GEM OUT OF THE BLUE. WHAT CAN I SAY. COUPLE OF HOURS IN AND IT KEEPS GETTING
BETTER. GREAT WORK DEV KEEP IT UP!. Dosnt even work to install, dont buy it! *the hours is from idlemaster*.
UPDATE: The developer, Kris, has been very active on the forums. He's taken all the feedback we've given and in a short
month, been able to add multiple features such as a tournament settings mode, a live mutliplayer mode (not async-only
anymore), live chat, campaign changes etc. There's more in the patch. Very surprised at the level of dedication and
involvement from the developer. Check out the game!

Interesting tactical game. The gameplay mechanics and unit classes are very fun. There is a singleplayer campaign, but I
bought it mainly for the multiplayer, because there are several game modes (1v1, 3-player 1v1v1 and even 4-players versus
each other, with 20+ maps). Downside is that it is asynchronous unless your opponents are present and playing automatically.
Developer has shown interest in improving and making quicker games, hope they add a live game mode option (or shorter
time-to-take-turn). Nice little game to pass time. I would reccommend if: 1) you dont mind asynchronous game, 2) you enjoy
and support tactical turn-based games. I mainly bought it bc I support this genre and these turn-based pvp games come too
few and far between.

With that said, I am not sure how big the multiplayer base will be, and it is a one-man-developer team so there are some
inevitable limitations that come with that. There are several updates planned to be released, so definitely a game to look out
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for. If you're buying for multiplayer, I'd recommend waiting to see how the MP updates turn out.. A nice, good addition to
the main game. However get it while it is on sale.
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Kinda like FF Tactics. Cool!. When i bought Think to die 2 it got pretty bugged out. I went to the discussion page to see if
anyone else had the same problem as i had. No one. Then i posted a ticket or whatever you would call 'em and the amazing guy
who made the Think to Die games showed up. Said that he would add me and we could check it out from there.
Spoiler alert. We didnt find a solution. BUT, we did find a way around. If you are having the same problem as i have simply
turn your resolution one tick down and you should be good to go!

Really good support. Even though we didnt fix it (we found a work-around) im still very happy with the gameplay and support.

The idea behind the gameplay is awesome. That you need to die to continue. Nice graphics, nice gameplay and nice support,
yaii.

Definitely recommend this game if you want to try something new!. Seems like a fine game, the big complaint I have is the
speed at which it moves / allows skipping of text. It just takes too long to actually play.. I'm not going to request a refund. I'm
just gonna chalk it up as a learning experience.
The camera bugs out alot, the QTE is pretty shotty, the ghosts tend to glitch through the walls when they chase you, all the
rotting corpses look like the mummies from Ocarina of Time, whenever I pick up an item it sounds like a door opening, once
you've fulfilled an objective the doors just magically unlock (boring), I still don't understand what the fat guy was doing in
there, no idea why the security guard hit my male counterpart over the head in the end, clueless as to why the knife guy wanted
me dead, I saved an unconcious girl in the end so she decided to leave me behind in the burning building (tramp) and the ending
was me laying on the ground surrounded by asian paramedics...and the water in all the toilets was like 1 polygon with no
flushability.. This is a lovely game.
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